Data based classification is fundamental to most branches of science. Despite of progress in statistical computing and predictive modelling, cluster analysis until today lacks model selection robustness and scalability to large datasets. We consider the important problem of deciding about the optimal number of clusters given an arbitrary definition of space and clusteriness. We show how to construct a Cluster Information Criterion that allows objective model selection. Differing from other approaches, our truecluster method does not require specific assumptions about underlying distributions, distance definitions or cluster models. Truecluster puts arbitrary clustering algorithms into a generic unified (sampling based) statistical framework. It is scalable to big datasets and provides robust cluster assignments and casewise diagnostics. Truecluster will make clustering more objective, allows for automation and will save time and costs. * www.truecluster.com
Introduction
The power of modern computers has revolutionized the way we do statistical analysis. Computer intensive simulation methods like calculation of standard errors via bootstrapping in frequentist statistics [1, 2] or MCMC methods in Bayesian statistics have become increasingly important. The data mining literature distinguishes two important settings: supervised learning (predictive modelling) and unsupervised learning (cluster analysis). An important problem in both areas is model selection: how to find a statistical model optimally adapted to the true patterns in a data population while avoiding overfit?
In predictive modelling, early approaches tried to penalize too much flexibility by subtracting the parametric model's degrees of freedom from the loglikelihood (AIC [3, 4] , BIC [5] ). Other approaches made use of cross-validation or bootstrapping in order to estimate and correct the amount of overfit, cf. [6] . Recent scalable methods combine resampling and model averaging: they optimize model complexity, minimize overfit and result in very robust predictions (Bagging [7] , Random Forests [8] ).
Contrary to these advances in predictive modelling, cluster analysis has not yet reached the same maturity in scalability, robustness and model selection: while a multitude of algorithms has been developed, the field lacks a coherent statistical framework for model selection: up to now not even the decision for an optimal number of clusters within a single model class has been generically solved, not to mention comparisons across model classes. Identifying the correct number of clusters is of great practical importance.
We present here a generic statistical framework for the selection of the optimal number of clusters within a single model class. We derived the framework under three major restrictions: the method must be scalable to large datasets, must deliver robust results and must provide usefull casewise diagnostics. We organize the paper as follows: we define the problem and review related work, then we describe the truecluster method, then we illustrate it using a real world example and finally we discuss some important aspects of truecluster.
Problem definition and related work
We consider the following general setup for cluster analysis: N cases in an Mdimensional space sampled from an infinite population shall be classified into an optimal number of K distinct clusters given some definition of 'clusteriness'. The number of possibilities to assign cases to clusters grows exponentially with the number of cases. Checking all possibilities for an optimal solution is prohibitive even with tomorrow's computers. This is one reason for the existence of that many cluster algorithms -and the need to validate the resulting models.
We shortly summarize some of the existing approaches to cluster validation and model selection and point out one important restriction for each of them. Most widespread are approaches to cluster validation that calculate some goodness-offit (GOF) criterion with respect to some definition of clusteriness. An example is the silhouette width [9] , which evaluates the quality of separation for convex clusters. The use of the GOF approach has its justification in the fact that most cluster algorithms do not guarantee to find an optimal clustering, and often are sensitive to outliers (e.g. the widespread KMEANS [10] ). However, unless penalized, GOF tends to be biased with model complexity and penalizing GOF is difficult. Furthermore the GOF approach is model specific and thus not suitable for generic model selection.
Another approach is computing an agreement index in (repeated) 2-fold crossvalidation. Using ideas from prediction model validation, several authors have stressed the importance of validating independent samples [11, 12] . However, true independence in clustering cannot be achieved: spatial neighbours have higher likelihood to be clustered together, therefore even 'random corrected' agreement indices like Cohen's Kappa [13] or the random corrected version (CRAND [14] ) of the RAND index [15] will show 'non-random' agreement in non-clustered random data. Consequently several authors combine GOF [16] or cross-validation [11] with simulating the same index in a reference null distribution. Such a null distribution is supposed to represent a neutral no-cluster situation; however, the choice of a null distribution does influence the results. Take a 2-dimensional uniform random distribution: the square shape will induce artificial agreement for a 4-cluster KMEANS solution, something that will be different using a multivariate normal null distribution.
Closest to predictive modelling is Model Based Clustering [17, 18, 19] through its use of BIC for model selection. However, the underlying EM algorithm is not very scalable to big samples. Furthermore, the model based approach is restricted to certain model classes. By contrast the truecluster approach treats the base cluster algorithm as a black box: truecluster works with any definition of clusteriness and also makes no assumptions about variable space or distance definitions.
Truecluster
The truecluster approach provides scalable cluster assignment, casewise diagnostics and AIC-like model selection based on resample aggregation. Resample aggregation collects the results of many clusterings gained from many resamples in a N x K voting matrix C K , where K is the number of clusters. For each resample a base cluster algorithm is fitted and the remaining cases are assigned to clusters using a prediction method. Such a procedure has been described as BagClust1 by [20] for the special case of bootstrapping and a simple trace maximization as the algorithm required to match two cluster solutions. For the truecluster approach, instead of bootstrapping, we rather suggest general resampling in order to scale to large samples; we also suggest a different matching algorithm. Resample aggregation is described in the online supplementary methods, technical details of the superior matching algorithm and some convergence criteria will be published elsewhere. Here we focus on the evaluation of the resulting N x K matrixP K (resulting from C K ) that contains estimated probabilitiesP i,k : how likely it is for each case i ∈ {1...N } to be assigned to cluster k ∈ {1...K} across many resamples.
Estimation ofP K is scalable and robust as a consequence of the resample aggregation. Like in Bagging the influence of outliers is reduced because they are not sampled into all resample models. Unlike deterministic optimization procedures [21] that are exposed to outlier influence in each convergence step, outliers can influence only some steps during the stochastic convergence of theP K matrix.
We now show how to condense the information inP K to a single value: the Cluster Information Criterion (CIC). Repeating this procedure for different K allows model selection by selecting the model with the highest CIC K . In the following we drop the index K from all following notation. AIC and BIC model selection in predictive modelling penalize the log-likelihood with degrees of freedom (model complexity), because more complex models have higher likelihood (model certainty). For the output of a base cluster algorithm the opposite is true: more complex models with more clusters have less certain assigments. Therefore cluster model selection requires not penalizing but rewarding the model certainty with the model information. Therefore we define the Cluster Information Criterion (1) of the K-cluster model as
a trade-off between model information and model uncertainty, both measured on a bit-scale . The CIC trades-off information against uncertainty in evaluating the combination of base cluster algorithm and prediction method. Given a fixed base cluster algorithm, prediction method and resample size, the CIC can be used for objective automatic model selection -without a need to specify a null reference distribution.
IfP -our model -would express probability distributions of single observed cluster memberships and if these observations were independent we would traditionally express the model uncertainty as a log-likelihood
where P i,c denotes for each case i the probability of the most frequently voted cluster. Since these conditions are not given we express the model uncertainty (3) as the conditional entropy [22] of clusters given cases
where instead of log 2 P i,c in (2) we use the expected value K k=1P i,k log 2Pi,k per case (or zero if P i,c = 1). For a crisp matrix with all cluster member probabilities P i,c = 1 and all other P i,· = 0 formula (3) reduces to (2), but generally (3) evaluates all cells ofP.
The model information of the complete matrixP can be constructed in a similar way. If crisp cluster assignments would have been observed, we could express the information of the model simply as the entropy (4)
of the cluster membership vector, where p k denote the marginal cluster probabilities and be interpreted as the column means of (a crisp) P. In the general (non-crisp) case we want to avoid information loss resulting from considering marginals only. We definep k as the column means of the (non-crisp)P (5). We then define a generalized cellwise contributionD (6) to the model information that -for the special case of a crisp P -sums to (N times) the entropy in (4).
Measures like (4) and (6) signal too much information for over-complex models, therefore they need to be penalized for model complexity. We define the relative model complexity (7) as
which takes values between 0 (no model complexity) and 1 (maximum model complexity). We now can define the cellwise informationÎ (8) penalized for the relative model complexity. By summing over rows and averaging over columns ofÎ we obtain the model information (9) that we need in order to estimate the CIC according to (1) .
The model information (9) quantifies how much the model tells us on average about a case randomly drawn from the sample (when replacing the marginalp k by the case specific rowP i,· ). The model uncertainty (3) quantifies how much uncertainty on average the case specific model claims involve. For diagnostic purposes we can compute a cellwise contribution (10) to the CIC
as the difference between (8) and the components of (3), which can be used to analyze clusters or cases. An easy to interpret casewise diagnostic is the Generalized Silhouette Diagnostic (GSD)
ranging from 0 (ambiguous assignment) to 1 (unambiguous assignment) wherê P i,c2 is the estimated probability for the second best cluster per case. More details on these formulas are given in the online supplementary equations.
CIC model comparison is a computationally intensive method. Comparing 10 cluster models with 1,000 resamples requires 10,000 applications of the base cluster algorithm. This appears to be expensive but this standardized method is cheaper than ad-hoc manual model comparison; more important it is scalable to big samples: the critical scalability component of resample aggregation is the base cluster algorithm. If it is scalable, truecluster is scalable as well. If the base cluster algorithm does scale badly (takes too long or too much computer memory to handle N cases), truecluster still allows to fit the model to the full dataset, because the following assumptions are usually met: the base cluster algorithm scales to n cases and this resamplesize is sufficient to catch the complexity of the true cluster pattern. In very large samples with n ≪ N , the critical component of the resample aggregation is the prediction method, which is needed to classify those cases not in the resample. If no specific scalable prediction method is available we can always use nearest neighbour prediction, which scales O(N log N ) using appropriate spatial indexing like k-d trees [23] . Thus truecluster scales arbitrary base cluster algorithms to very large datasets (compare with BagClust1 [20] that requires the base cluster method to scale up to bootstrapping samplesize N or with BagClust2 [20] that requires a N by N matrix and thus scales only O(N 2 ) ).
Truecluster computations can be accelerated by distributing subtasks on parallel computing nodes. When comparing several models, eachP K can be fitted on a separate node. Furthermore in fitting oneP K , computations for r resamples can be distributed across r separate nodes.
Example
Mahon [24] recorded data on 200 specimens of Leptograpsus variegatus crabs on the shore in Western Australia. This occurs in two colour forms, blue and orange, and he collected 50 of each form of each sex and made five physical measurements. These were carapace (shell) length CL and width CW, the size of the frontal lobe FL and rear width RW, and the body depth BD. The latter was measured somewhat differently for males and females. This dataset has been re-analyzed [25] and the dataset is publicly available [26] .
While the original analysis asks whether there are two morphologically distinct species or not, as an illustrative example we ask whether a cluster algorithm will detect the four true classes in the data. We choose the measurement with the largest scale (CW) as an indicator of individual crab size and express the other four measurements by their ratio to CW instead of their absolute size. CW itself is sufficiently symmetric, so we do not transform CW to log scale. These measurements are then sphered using principal component analysis (using the correlation matrix) to define the cluster space. The data are shown as a scatterplot matrix in figure 1.
Looking for convex clusters we choose Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM [27] ) as our base cluster algorithm. We begin the analysis by applying standard PAM for 2 to 10 clusters as implemented in R [28] . Table 1 shows arithmetic means of the GOF silhouette widths. Following this criterion the 5-cluster solution appears to be best. The table also shows the information, uncertainty and CIC from the respective truecluster PAM models based on 1000 bootstrap samples (n=200) or on 1000 resamples of size n=100 (drawn with replacement). According to both truecluster models, the 2-cluster solution has the lowest uncertainty and the 4-cluster solution has -correctly -the best CIC. 
Comp. 
Comp. We repeated the truecluster bootstrap procedures 100 times and monitored how the CIC results stabilized as we aggregate more and more resamples (figure 2). For the truecluster bootstrap procedure 98% of the repetitions favoured the 4-cluster solution after aggregating 1000 resamples. The truecluster procedure with resamples of size 100 converged faster and reached 100% decisions for the 4-cluster solutions after aggregating 550 or more resamples. Table 2 shows the agreement of the cluster solutions with the true classes: truecluster provides robust optimized solutions that show excellent agreement (and better agreement with true classes than standard PAM solutions).
The truecluster bootstrapping 200 and resampling 100 solutions disagree only in one case, the case with the lowest Generalized Silhouette Diagnostic, GSDs of truecluster 200 and 100 correlate with r=0.986. If we analyze the cases where standard PAM and truecluster (200) disagree, then we find that with respect to species, 143 cases are correctly classified by both cluster methods, and in 27 cases both methods fail (table 3) . Of the remaining 30 cases with disagreement with respect to species, standard PAM fails in 29 and truecluster only in 1 case. Of the 22 disagreeing cases with respect to species and gender, standard PAM fails in 17 and truecluster only in 5 cases. We have shown that truecluster has identified the best (i.e. 4-cluster) model, that the estimated cluster memberships agree quite well with the true classes and that the casewise diagnostics are useful. In the online supplementary notes we also demonstrate non-randomness and robustness of the truecluster solution via simulation validation. Online supplementary figures show truecluster results for some illustrative artificial datasets.
Discussion
We have presented a statistical framework for scalable robust clustering with model selection. It assumes that the data have been sampled randomly from an infinite population. Extending to finite population sampling is straightforward using superpopulation sampling. Truecluster works with arbitrary definitions of cluster space and clusteriness, e.g. SBKM [29] . The benefits of the truecluster approach are twofold: on the one hand it generates robust cluster assignments and assignment probabilities scalable to large samples and on the other hand it provides a unified framework (also allowing for a unified software interface) for selecting the best number of clusters.
The benefits of truecluster come with two limitations that deserve further research: 1) A positive CIC does not guarantee non-randomness of a detected cluster pattern, i.e. truecluster gives us a best model for the sample but we still might over-or underfit the pattern existing in the population. 2) Comparison of CIC across base cluster algorithms requires very cautious interpretation: base cluster algorithms usually differ in model flexibility with respect to the original data, e.g. generate arbitrary shaped clusters versus convex clusters only. While the model certainty part of the CIC penalizes greater model flexibility, the model information part of the CIC does not reward greater model flexibility and consequently CIC will favour less flexible base cluster algorithms over more flexible ones. This is not a problem as long as we know which kind of model flexibility we need. Model comparisons across models differing in flexibility require full Bayesian modelling [22] of the original data: solving this generically in software is an enterprise much more complicated than the task we addressed here.
Supplementary equations: information theoretic and probabilistic concepts
Imagine a system with K states and let's begin with the simplifying assumption that all states are equally likely. Let's assume we don't know the system's actual state and call this our uncertainty and let's measure this on a bit scale
Let's define information to be the reduction of uncertainty when we get to know the actual state k ∈ {1...K} inf ormation K = log 2 K So for a system with K = 4 states, our uncertainty is log 2 (4) = 2 bit and we can gain 2 bit of information. Now let's generalize and introduce different probabilities p k for our states. It is obvious that we don't have any uncertainty if p = 1 for one state and p = 0 for the other states. Uncertainty is maximal if all states have equal probability p = 1/K . The amount of uncertainty (or gainable information) of such a probabilistic system can be quantified as its entropy
It is instructive to note that for equal probabilities p = 1/K this simplifies as it should to
Now we can give our probabilistic system the interpretation of a random distribution and recognize that the entropy is the average of −log 2 p k weighted by state probability. In other words: entropy is the expected value of the gained information after randomly drawing one observation from our distribution.
Predictive class modelling can be described as declaring existence of K classes with i.i.d. cases (in the following we drop the index K) and it is clear that more classes result in more homogeneous distributions and higher log-likelihood. To cite Gideon Schwarz: "In such cases the maximum likelihood principle invariably leads to choosing the highest possible dimension. Therefore it cannot be the right formalization of the intuitive notion of choosing the 'right' dimension" (1978, p. 461). Thus Akaike's AIC and Schwarz' BIC do penalize model certainty (the log-likelihood) by model complexity (the degrees of freedom). For the resample aggregation matrixP the contrary is true: more complex models are usually -with some exceptions -less stable. In this case the maximum certainty principle invariably leads to choosing the lowest possible number of clusters. Therefore it cannot be the right formalization of the intuitive notion of choosing the right number of clusters. It is important to realize that this limitation of certainty-only approaches extend to all stability-only approaches, including those that look for non-random stability.
If our goal was to trade-off model uncertainty against model complexity of a crisp cluster solution, basically the classical notions of log-likelihood and entropy would do. This would be the case if we had fitted the base cluster algorithm to the whole sample, if we used the bootstrap aggregation matrixP just to estimate the log-likelihood of the sample model and if casewise cluster assignments would be independently distributed.
However, cluster assignments are not independently distributed and for scalability reasons we do not want to make the assumption that we are able to fit the base cluster algorithm to the whole sample. Instead we want to treat the resample aggregation matrixP itself as our cluster model. ButP is not a crisp cluster model assigning each case exactly to one cluster. Instead it estimates cluster membership probabilities as the fraction of resample experiments with sample size n in which this case is assigned to the respective cluster. So we have to generalize both -the log-likelihood and the entropy -to the non-crisp case.
Generalization of the (crisp) log-likelihood
to the (non-crisp) certainty is straightforward: instead of log 2Pi,c for the best cluster we use the casewise expectation of log 2Pi,c across all possible clusters, i.e. weighted by a all probabilities P i,·
In this definition of model uncertainty we have switched the sign and additionally divided by the sample size N in order to make our measures independent of sample size. So we can interpret this as a conditional entropy: an expected casewise uncertainty. Now it is easy to show -following Schwarz -that the uncertainty alone is not sufficient to evaluate cluster models. The following three example matricesP have all the same uncertainty (and log-likelihood) -zero -but they differ in model information: and thus entropy = − Clearly the amount of information delivered by these models is different -the last one being the most informative. The reader will have noted that this was a crisp example. In analogy to the uncertainty we now generalize to the non-crisp case based on a cellwise definition.D
The contributionD i,k of each cellP i,k to the entropy depends on the difference between the cell probability and the average column probabilityp k . It can be easily seen that the entropy of the crisp case is just a special case. A remaining problem of this evaluation is its vulnerability to overfit. For a model that assigns each case into its own private cluster, we formally get entropy = log 2 N , where in fact the model does not deliver information at all. Therefore we need to penalizê D i,k for model complexity. Simply penalizing for the degrees of freedom K by scaling down with (1− K N ) implicitly assumes equal cluster sizes. A more general measure for model complexity than
which also takes values between 0 and 1. Using this as a penalty we can define the proper cellwise information
which when summed up per case and averaged over cases gives the model information
that we need to finally calculate the Cluster Information Criterion
Analyzing the cellwise components of the CIC
shows that the CIC is the expected value (across cases) of the casewise expected value of the amount of information delivered by the ratio of (casewise conditional) cluster probability to the expectedness of this probability: this term becomes big, if cluster k has high probability for case i without having high probability in general (and without having low probability due to overcomplexity).
Supplementary notes: simulation validation
In the crabs example, truecluster identified the best (i.e. 4-cluster) model and we have shown that it agrees quite well with the true classes. Usually in cluster analysis we don't know the true classes: we are looking for them. After having identified a best model in the sample, we still don't know whether the clusters do really exist in the population. A positive CIC is only a week indication of non-randomness. We can check for a non-random pattern using simulation validation (supplementary figure 4) . We simulate 1001 successive random samples (n=100) from a multivariate normal null distribution with a variance-covariance structure like the original data, then fit for each a PAM-4 model and calculate the RAND agreement for each 1000 successive pairs of cluster solutions (black distribution). Similarly we calculate 1000 RAND values from 1001 PAM-4 models on 1001 resamples (n=100) of the original data (red distribution). Resampling here clearly results in higher agreement compared to simulation from a null distribution, the degree of non-overlap between these two distributions is a strong indication that we identified a non-random clustering.
While the red distribution evaluates agreement between pairs of resamples, the blue distribution in supplementary figure 4 shows the agreements between resample solutions and the standard sample solution: this is expected to have higher agreements because the standard sample solution is based on the full sample, unlike the solutions from the resamples, which typically include about only 40% of the sample cases here. The green distribution shows even higher agreement between the resample solutions and the truecluster solution: resample aggregation with n=100 (corresponding to only 40% of the data) gives better results than the standard solution based on the full sample. Here we show truecluster results of some artificial datasets with known cluster structure. The datasets are available online in *.dif format together with these supplements.
The colour of each datapoint represents the cluster to which truecluster has assigned it. The reliability of the assignment (generalized silhouette diagnostic) is shown colourcoded in the center of each datapoint. Cases with certain assignment are filled with black, cases with uncertain assignments are filled with white, cases in between are filled with grey.
Convex clusters
Two example of convex shaped clusters follow. The truecluster version of Partitioning Around Medoids correctly identifies the correct number of clusters and correctly assigns the cluster memberships. 
